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whether it makes sense to envision certain kinds of intelli-
gent sensemaking systems. None of the “verdicts” we an-
nounced in the first essay mean that intelligent technologies
might not assist people in sensemaking. Indeed, intelligent
technologies might help; they just won’t be the sorts of tech-
nologies that people seem to seek. 

Gary Klein and his colleagues have laid out a theory of
sensemaking that might be useful for intelligent systems
applications.2 It’s a general, empirically grounded account
of sensemaking that goes significantly beyond the myths
and puts forward some nonobvious, testable hypotheses
about the process.

When people try to make sense of events, they begin
with some perspective, viewpoint, or framework—how-
ever minimal. For now, let’s use a metaphor and call this a
frame. We can express frames in various meaningful forms,
including stories, maps, organizational diagrams, or scripts,
and can use them in subsequent and parallel processes.
Even though frames define what count as data, they them-
selves actually shape the data (for example, a house fire
will be perceived differently by the homeowner, the fire-
fighters, and the arson investigators). Furthermore, frames
change as we acquire data. In other words, this is a two-

way street: Frames shape and define the relevant data, and
data mandate that frames change in nontrivial ways. 

Figure 1 shows that the basic sensemaking act is data-
frame symbiosis. The figure captures a number of sense-
making activities. Sensemaking can involve elaborating
the frame by adding details, and questioning the frame
and doubting the explanations it provides.3 A frame func-
tions as a hypothesis about the connections among data.
One reaction to doubt is to explain away troublesome data
and preserve the frame.4,5 These two aspects, elaborating
the frame and preserving the frame, are part of the elabora-
tion cycle of sensemaking (the left side of figure 1), akin to
Jean Piaget’s notion of assimilation.

Yet another sensemaking cycle is to reframe (see the
figure’s right side). Here, questioning the frame leads us to
reconsider—to reject the initial frame and seek to replace it
with a better one. We might compare alternative frames to
determine which seems most accurate. Or we might simply be
mystified by the events. The sensemaking activity here, akin
to Piaget’s notion of accommodation, is to find some sort of
frame that plausibly links the events that are being explained.

Each of these aspects of sensemaking has its own dynam-
ics, strategies, and requirements. Recognizing a frame and
recognizing data are different from elaborating a frame that
has already been adopted, and this is different from explain-
ing away inconsistencies. Different still are the reactions to
questioning a frame—choosing between alternative frames
and constructing a frame where none exists.

The Data/Frame Theory posits a closed-loop transition
sequence between 

• mental model formation (which is backward looking
and explanatory), and 

• mental simulation (which is forward looking and antici-
patory).

Think of the simplest transition sequence as a chain of
closed loops. Each loop is triggered by a perceived sub-
event, leading to an effort to refine the existing mental
model (backward looking) and an effort to run a new men-
tal simulation (forward looking). You can construct a tran-
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sition sequence retrospectively to generate
an explanation of how events and subevents
unfolded, or prospectively to imagine how a
major causal factor or a situational mix of
factors might play out. For illustration, envi-
sion a transition sequence using the meta-
phor of billiards, where a player would antic-
ipate how hitting one ball would lead to
motion in a second, and a third, to the shot’s
completion.

Empirical findings
We examine five areas of empirical find-

ings: causal reasoning, commitment to
hypotheses, feedback and learning, sense-
making as a skill, and confirmation bias.
In each area the Data/Frame model, and
the research it’s based on, doesn’t align
with common beliefs. For that reason, the
Data/Frame model cannot be considered a
depiction of commonsense views.

Causal reasoning
Studies of domain practitioners’ stories

about how they understood real-life deci-
sion-making situations suggest that transi-
tion sequences—beliefs about what converts
one situation into another—are typically
based on about three to four causal factors.
For example, in explaining why one sports
team beat another, newspaper accounts typ-
ically focus on a single event such as a crit-
ical turnover (“and that cost them the game”),
or perhaps that plus one or two other events,
such as a star player doing poorly or well.
Given the game’s length, we can see these
as oversimplifications, but most people
would skim over any account that tried to
capture a game’s full complexity. That’s
why we introduced the billiards metaphor
earlier, to illustrate a preference for chains
of simple cause-effect relationships. A sin-
gle causal factor at each junction might be
the preferred form of explanation,2,6 al-
though such explanations open the decision
maker up to the reductive tendency.7

Consideration of hypotheses
Decision makers are sometimes advised

that they can reduce the likelihood of a fixa-
tion error by avoiding early consideration
of a hypothesis.8 But the Data/Frame The-
ory regards early consideration to a hypothe-
sis as advantageous and inevitable. Early
consideration—the rapid recognition of a
frame—permits more efficient information
gathering and more specific expectancies
that can be violated by anomalies, permit-

ting adjustment and reframing. Jenny Ru-
dolph9 found that decision makers must be
sufficiently committed to a frame in order to
be able to test it effectively and learn from its
inadequacies—something that’s missing
from open-minded and open-ended diag-
nostic vagabonding. Winston Sieck and his
colleagues have found that domain experts
are more likely to question data than nov-
ices, perhaps because they’re more famil-
iar with instances of faulty data.10 It might
also mean that experts are more confident
in their frames and therefore more skepti-
cal about contrary evidence, in contrast to
novices who are less confident in the frames
they identify.

These observations would suggest that
efforts to train decision makers to keep an
open mind11 can be counterproductive,
and efforts to make machines that do the
vagabonding for the human might be simi-
larly unhelpful. We hypothesize that meth-
ods designed to prevent premature consid-
eration to a frame will degrade performance
under conditions where active attention
management is needed (using frames) and
where people have difficulty finding useful
frames. Spoon-feeding interpretations to
the human (via such methods as data fusion)
can be counterproductive.

Feedback and learning
Another implication of the Data/Frame

Theory concerns using feedback to pro-

mote learning. Frames are by nature reduc-
tive. And yet, frames can help overcome the
reductive tendency. The commitment to a
frame must be coupled with a motive to test
the frame to discover when it’s inaccurate.
This process hinges on feedback of a certain
kind. Outcome feedback (“you got it wrong”)
isn’t nearly as useful as process feedback
(“you did it wrong”),12 because knowing that
performance was inadequate isn’t as valuable
as understanding what to modify in the rea-
soning process. This includes the frame itself,
because that will determine the way feedback
is understood. In other words, people need
sensemaking to understand the feedback that
might improve sensemaking—the cycle as
shown in figure 1. The implication is that
people might benefit more from intelligent
systems that guide the improvement of frames
than from systems that generate alternative
understandings and hypotheses and foist
them on the human.

Sensemaking as a skill
We haven’t seen evidence for a general

sensemaking skill. Some incidents we’ve
collected do suggest differences in motiva-
tion—an “adaptive mind-set” of actively
looking to make sense of events, as illustrated
in essay 1’s example of the patient with a
pacemaker. It might be possible to develop
intelligent systems that acknowledge the
Pleasure Principle of human-centered com-
puting13 and promote a positive motivation to
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question frames and to reframe, or at least
not to frustrate the human and thereby de-
tract from intrinsic motivation. Training
might be better aimed at increasing the range
and richness of frames, particularly causal
mental models, and skill at noticing anom-
alies. Training scenarios and decision support
might be developed for all the sensemaking
activities in figure 1 (elaborating a frame,
questioning a frame, evaluating a frame,
comparing alternative frames, reframing a
situation, and seeking anchors to generate a
useful frame). Training would aim to provide
a larger, richer repertoire of frames rather
than to improve each aspect of sensemaking
as if it were a separate skill.

Is there a confirmation bias?
The decision research literature suggests

that people are inclined to look for and no-
tice information that confirms a view rather
than information that disconfirms it.14,15

And yet more recent research looking at
experts has shown just the opposite. For ex-
ample, expert weather forecasters have
sometimes been observed to deliberately
look for information that might disconfirm
hypotheses about future severe weather.16

The Data/Frame Theory provides a richer
understanding of what’s actually going on
here. People don’t engage in simple mental
operations of confirming or disconfirming
a hypothesis. Our cognitive task analyses
of real-world decision making show that
skilled decision makers shift into an active
mode of elaborating a competing frame
once they detect the possibility (or become
worried) that the current frame is poten-
tially inaccurate. What might look like a
confirmation bias might be simply using a
frame to guide information seeking. You
need not think of it as a bias and assume
that the purpose of an intelligent decision
support system must be to help the human
overcome some inherent reasoning bias. 

Implications for AI: 
Reframing frames

Now, the other shoe must drop. Not only
might the phenomenon of sensemaking
illuminate the computational notion of
frames—conversely, that computational
notion might challenge our notion of
sensemaking.

Reframing frames
As Marvin Minsky described frames,

these organizing structures express the val-

ues of features that together define mean-
ingful entities or categories—groups of
slots into which the values of defined vari-
ables are entered.17 The primary function
of frames (in Minsky’s original discussion)
is recognition, to guide attention to fill in
missing parts of the frame, to test a frame
by searching for diagnostic information. 
To Minsky, frames are things you think
with. In the Data/Frame Theory, frames are
things that you think with but also things
you think about. The Data/Frame Theory
therefore blurs the border between phe-
nomenological description and macrocogni-
tive modeling.

We introduced the Data/Frame Theory
by suggesting that when we try to make
sense of events, we begin with some frame-
work, however minimal. In the Cartesian
view of things, sensory inputs (for exam-

ple, a pattern of moving colored shapes)
make contact with memory, lending them
meaning in a process called perception (“it’s
a cat”). But there’s a subsequent process,
once called “apperception,” which inter-
prets the percept more broadly in terms of
knowledge (for instance, “I like cats” or
“cats can be a symbol for evil”). This is ab-
ductive inference, or something rather like
it. So the challenge is, where do these frames
come from in the first place? Here we see
one of AI’s outstanding problems, just as it
has manifested in numerous views through-
out psychology’s history:18 Any computa-
tional theory of how knowledge is formed
as self-contained bundles should come
with a full story about how these pro-
posed “frame-ish” things are supposed to
be created and what architectural assump-
tions underlie them. The AI systems Slate
and Cyc both perform abductive reasoning
to a plausible explanation using post-Minsky

systems based on expressive logics. They
both test their hypotheses by actively trying
to refute them.

The phenomenon of sensemaking ties
also to the notion that frames are chunks of
knowledge abstracted away from computa-
tional details—symbolic descriptions that
are taken off the shelf and used to perceive
things, and thereby constitute understand-
ing. However, what we see in studies of
sensemaking doesn’t fit with this view of
frames in three ways. First, understandings
shift; frames get changed. They aren’t just
“taken off a shelf.” Frames change as data
are acquired (so this isn’t just a matter of
frame reuse).

Second, even though frames define what
count as data (which could be interpreted as
a Minskyian notion), as we said earlier,
frames themselves actually shape the data
(so this isn’t just a matter of data primitives).
For example, skilled weather forecasters
don’t passively rely on the data presented
by computational aids. Many computer mod-
els exist for forecasting weather. Some are
based on climate statistics, others on com-
putational models of the atmosphere. Each
of these has known biases—for example, a
model’s tendency to overforecast the depth
of low-pressure systems as fronts pass over
the Appalachian mountains and the lows re-
form over the US East Coast. Experienced
forecasters take these biases into account
and adjust their interpretations of the com-
puter forecasts accordingly.

Finally, frames sometimes have a just-
in-time quality. Rarely do decision makers
simply identify a relevant mental model.
Instead, they construct the frame from
smaller sets of causal relationships.

Here too is a challenge for both cogni-
tive science and AI: Any computational
theory of how knowledge is formed as self-
contained bundles has to come with a full
story about how these proposed “frame-
ish” things are supposed to be manipulated.
In the first essay on sensemaking, we re-
ferred to the similarity between sensemak-
ing and mental modeling.1 Most discus-
sions of psychological research on mental
models focus on comparing student and ex-
pert mental models, the student’s use of
mental models to make (erroneous) infer-
ences, and the issue of how to train students
to move beyond their naive analogies.19 We
need richer accounts of how the structures
are constructed and manipulated.20 In con-
trast, work in intelligent systems, such as
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the Structure Mapping Engine,21 has speci-
fied some process mechanisms.

If frames shape data, how do data man-
date any operation on the frame? What de-
fines how frames get changed? Does this
require using other frames to govern the
frame-changing process? If not, how is it
done? If so, what distinguishes the frames
being changed from the frames mandating
changes? What process can we use to ques-
tion or doubt a frame? If frames are the
vehicle that supports sensemaking, then
any doubt would seem to require us to
use a doubting-frame to represent the alter-
native hypothesis (that the frame might be
incorrect or faulty). What kind of relation-
ship between frames does this imply?

The phenomenon of sensemaking ties
also to the notion that frames organize the
large-scale structure of inference making—
they’re recipes for solving problems. What
we see in studies of sensemaking is that
frames aren’t recipes, although they do
play roles in inference making. In AI, the
lesson was that knowledge packets are
great when you can get them exactly right,
so that all you have to do is use them, but
you almost never can. For Minskyian frames
to be useful, they had to have lots of details,
but that would render them of little use
across contexts unless they had some sort
of internal machinery. Either that, or the
frames would have to be chunks that you
could pick apart by invoking some external
inference machinery. When a frame actu-
ally gets used, you must be able to take it
apart into the basic facts that constitute it
and be able to use the flexibility that this
gives you, because the chances of a frame
being a perfect fit to particular circumstances
are close to zero. Furthermore, if you want
to use a frame to tell you what to actually
do in a particular circumstance, you need
some way to connect the general “type” to
the particular exigencies. Computational
versions of frames are notoriously poor at
this, whereas decision makers are skilled at
using frames in these ways.22

A pertinent idea from sensemaking stud-
ies is that thinking about frames in terms of
an either-or (large chunks, with internal
inference machinery, versus small chunks,
with external inference machinery) might
not be the best way to proceed. Indeed, we
might think of the progression from novice
to expert as a process of learning whereby
individual cases, or small, contextually
bound understandings with specific infer-

ence possibilities attached to them, might
develop into larger, more organized under-
standings. In some cases, these understand-
ings would have inference opportunities
bound to them; in other cases, they’d be sub-
ject to inference machinery external to them.
A process akin to logical inference or proof
would assemble multiple small pieces into
useful larger pieces. A process akin to pattern
recognition might pick up big packets all at
once, whereas a process more like mutual
matching and fitting might assemble small
pieces. In other words, there might be multi-
ple assembly processes. The former might be
a mechanism to explain “recognition-primed
decision making,” when the expert goes from
an immediate understanding of a situation to
a course of action. The latter would consti-
tute the cycles described in figure 1. This is
reminiscent of Cyc, in which bundles of
related assumptions and concepts (“micro-
theories”) are logic-like in their small struc-
ture but frame-like in that they’re large and
specific to a topic or concept and the knowl-
edge inside them is specific to them.

We relied on the frame concept in
the Data/Frame Theory as a metaphor to
bootstrap a discussion of how people cre-
ate, use, and manipulate organizing struc-
tures. We do not offer any clear path to a
computational theory of how “frame-ish”
things are created or manipulated. Our
main goal in discussing the Data/Frame
Theory is to point to empirical studies of
how domain practitioners make decisions
in complex, real-world contexts and then
to mine these results for ideas that might
invigorate and inform work on these fun-
damental issues.
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